
The 12 TOK Concepts:
 A Method for Structuring the ToK Course



One thing we know…
“The following 12 concepts have particular prominence within, and thread throughout, the 

ToK course. Exploration of the relationship between knowledge and these concepts can 

help students to deepen their understanding, as well as facilitating the transfer of their 

learning to new and different contexts.” (Guide, p.6)
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The 12 ToK Concepts



So...

…Instead of approaching the study of each Optional Theme and Area of 

Knowledge separately, in order to recognize the “particular prominence” of 

the 12 central ToK concepts, one possibility is to organize units of work 

based on each of the concepts. 

In that way we can ‘compare and contrast’ the understanding of those 

concepts within and between the various options and areas of knowledge, 

and it will provide an anchor for the core theme, ‘Knowledge and The 

Knower.’  



The second thing we know is that…
« The course centres on the exploration of knowledge questions, which are a key tool for 

both teachers and students. These are contestable questions about knowledge itself, such 

as: “What counts as good evidence for a claim?”, “Are some types of knowledge less open to 

interpretation than others?”, or “What constraints should there be on the pursuit of 

knowledge?”. » (Guide, p.5)

The ToK Guide provides example knowledge questions for each option and area of 

knowledge. In what follows, I have used these, but you are free to write your own.



● There is no obligation to structure the course in a certain way. This means that…

● There is no obligation to have (say) a unit of work for each option chosen, nor a unit of 

work for each area of knowledge chosen, another unit of work for the core theme 

(etc.) (although, as we shall see, we can (continue to) do it that way and still place 

emphasis on the 12 concepts…)

● As teachers, we are free to structure and deliver our ToK course however we wish. 



The third thing we know is that…
« While these (knowledge) questions may initially seem slightly intimidating, they become 

much more accessible when considered with reference to specific examples within the TOK 

course. » (Guide, p.5)

Arguably the best way to do this is by providing examples taken from the students’ other 

Diploma classes, their CAS engagements and their extended essay work, given that one of the 

main aims of the course is 

«to encourage students to make connections between academic disciplines by exploring 

underlying concepts and by identifying similarities and differences in the methods of 

inquiry used in different areas of knowledge» (Guide, p.8)



Knowledge Questions and the 12 ToK Concepts









● Ideally, in order to embed the skills and knowledge that it is the aim of the ToK course to promote and 

encourage, and to prepare students for the two assessments, we might structure our lessons thus:

Exemplifying the Knowledge Questions

● Overarching concept;

● Knowledge question (this orientates the discussion, as well as 

providing for Journalling or homework opportunities);

● Stimulus for discussion.

● For example:
● Concept: Evidence

● Knowledge question: Is artificial intelligence restricted to processing 

information or can it also allow machines to acquire knowledge? 

● Stimulus: ITGS Case Study: A Doll Called Alicia





Perhaps there are students in your school that study either Computer 

Science or Information Technology in a Global Society (ITGS), in which case 

either the students themselves, or their teacher, could provide you with a 

suitable stimulus,, material which is actually used for teaching and learning, 

rather than theoretical examples which look as though they ‘fit the bill.’ 

Alternatively, you can search for your own. You will find suitable examples in 

Kognity textbooks, as well as in the so-called ‘real world.’

As a teacher of Philosophy as well as ToK, I would use a stimulus from my 

Philosophy core theme class, https://www.moralmachine.net/

It is described thus: «“Moral Machine is an online platform that generates moral dilemmas and collects 

information on the decisions that people make between two destructive outcomes..the information collected 

would be used for further research regarding the decisions that machine intelligence must make in the future. 

For example, as artificial intelligence plays an increasingly significant role in autonomous driving technology, 

research projects like Moral Machine help to find solutions for challenging life-and-death decisions that will 

face self-driving vehicles.»

https://www.moralmachine.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethical_dilemma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_driving




● Concept: Evidence

● Knowledge question: What 

methods do historians use to 

gain knowledge ? 

● Stimulus: OPVL chart for 

preparing for History Paper 1, 

primary source analysis



A stimulus/example 
for discussing 

‘Responsibility’ in the 
Human Sciences



A stimulus/example 
for discussing 

‘Perspective’ in 
Knowledge & Politics



A stimulus/example for discussing ‘Explanation’ in 
Knowledge & Language



Structuring the course: Horizontal (by concept) or 
Vertical (by option and area of knowledge)?


